Boston

Boston SoundWare

SoundWare

play anywhere. play smart.

SoundWare in White

SoundWare
High Performance Indoor / Outdoor Speaker
For great sound anywhere
SoundWare is compact, high performance audio that belongs in a category of one.
With a unique polyhedron shape they didn’t teach you in geometry class, and pivoting
mounting brackets, SoundWare is designed to fit anywhere music wants to be.
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Boston SoundWare

any angle
any surface
anywhere
on counter

on wall

in corner

Indoors or outdoors

Sits or mounts at any angle

Made of weather-resistant materials, SoundWare is built to withstand

Simply rest them on any convenient horizontal surface, or use the articulating

scattered showers, tropical depressions, pretty much everything Mother

mounting bracket and aim them toward the center of your room, the edge of

Nature is likely to throw at them.

your pool, or wherever your ears are likely to find themselves.

What it means to be from Boston.
Many manufacturers design their products around third-party, off-the-shelf
parts. Boston Acoustics engineers every component of every system to
meet the highest performance standards (our own). Of course, performance
is only one measure of value. So we’re careful to build all our products with

Articulating mounting bracket with flush and corner-mounting hardware included.

strict attention to everything from the choice of materials to the details of fit
and finish. It’s how we’ve been exceeding the expectations of serious listeners
for nearly thirty years.

play in color

Specifications
Frequency Response 90Hz-20kHz (±3dB)
Recommended Amp Power 15 – 100 watts
Nominal Impedance 8 ohms

black

bamboo

espresso

just red

silver

natural

white

Sensitivity 87dB
Woofer 4½” (114mm)
Tweeter ¾” (20mm)
Crossover Frequency 3.5kHz
Net Weight 4.9 lbs (2.22kg)
Dimensions (H x W x D) 61⁄6 x 61⁄6 x 6½”
(157 x 157 x 167mm)

Blend in or stand out
Choose from seven standard colors, or go your own way.
SoundWare grilles and enclosures take paint obediently.
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